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Abstract: People started posting textual tweets on Twitter as soon as the novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) emerged. Analyzing these tweets can assist institutions in better
decision-making and prioritizing their tasks. Therefore, this study aimed to analyze 43
million tweets collected between March 22 and March 30, 2020 and describe the trend of
public attention given to the topics related to the COVID-19 epidemic using evolutionary
clustering analysis. The results indicated that unigram terms were trended more
frequently than bigram and trigram terms. A large number of tweets about the COVID-19
were disseminated and received widespread public attention during the epidemic. The
high-frequency words such as “death”, “test”, “spread”, and “lockdown” suggest that
people fear of being infected, and those who got infection are afraid of death. The results
also showed that people agreed to stay at home due to the fear of the spread, and they
were calling for social distancing since they become aware of the COVID-19. It can be
suggested that social media posts may affect human psychology and behavior. These
results may help governments and health organizations to better understand the
psychology of the public, and thereby, better communicate with them to prevent and
manage the panic.
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Social media is considered as an important channel for promoting risk communication
during the previous epidemics such as Zika and Ebola outbreak [Househ (2016)].
Likewise, in the COVID-19 epidemic, people tend to use social media effectively to
acquire information about their health [Li, Zhang, Wang et al. (2020)]. Besides, people
have used social media platforms to exchange their opinions, and the number of posting
tweets related to the COVID-19 has exceeded 468+ million during the outbreak.
With the increasing development of social media networks, these networks have become
the carrier of social relationships and message propagation [Gu, Wang and Yin (2019)].
As communication channels, the previous literature categorized these platforms as
complex networks due to the massive amount of information [Zhou, Tan, Yu et al.
(2019)]. Social media can be used to disseminate useful and reliable information, whereas
it may have a negative role in increasing the panic and fear among people [Nayar,
Sadasivan, Shaffi et al. (2020)]. Social media platforms such as Instagram, Twitter, and
YouTube allow the dissemination of an enormous amount of disinformation and rumors
that manipulate human behaviors [Burnap, Williams, Sloan et al. (2014)]. Accordingly,
“infodemic” term has been suggested by WHO to point out the severity of disinformation
about the COVID-19 outbreak [Zarocostas (2020)].
The dissemination of infodemic about COVID-19 on social media negatively affects
individuals’ psychology and behaviors [Sharot and Sunstein (2020)]. The social media
panic, which travels faster than the COVID-19 outbreak, has been increasingly
threatening humanity [Depoux, Martin, Karafillakis et al. (2020)]. For example,
misinformation about a national-lockdown in the USA has disrupted the supply-chain by
panicking them in buying stationeries and groceries [Spencer (2020)]. This has negatively
affected the public health nutrition and resulted in food insecurities among low socioeconomic status individuals [Tasnim, Hossain and Mazumder (2020)].
On the other hand, social media has a significant role in the dissemination of useful
information. For example, social media can be employed to predict the number of cases
which would help health organizations to identify the potential or high-risk outbreak
locations, and thereby, governments can prepare themselves for the intervention or
prevention earlier [Qin, Sun, Wang et al. (2020)]. Further, governments can use social
media platforms to promote a wide-spread acceptance of “social distancing” and “stay at
home” [Kayes, Islam, Watters et al. (2020)].
The COVID-19 pandemic has destructive effects on the economic, psychological, and
social well-being of individuals [Duan and Zhu (2020); Wang, Cheng, Yue et al. (2020)].
Not only individuals but also public and non-governmental organizations have been
extensively used social media to disseminate information to each other during the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, a limited number of research studies focused on the
content of social media posts that were shared during the pandemic. Analyzing the social
media content may help governments, healthcare organizations, and decision-makers to
understand the requirements of the people, and thereby, address that needs properly.
Therefore, this study aimed to analyze tweets in a time window during the COVID-19
outbreak and describe the trend of public attention given to the topics related to the
COVID-19 epidemic by conducting an evolutionary clustering analysis.
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2 Evolutionary clustering
As Twitter receives a massive amount of data generated by people on a daily basis, such
data streams need to be analyzed and summarized. The traditional methods of data
summarization can be used; however, these methods consume a lot of time and efforts.
Artificial intelligence (AI) methods can be employed to recognize unexpected patterns
[Jiang, Coffee, Bari et al. (2020)]. Evolutionary clustering is one of such methods, which
can be used for data analysis and summarization. Evolutionary clustering is the technique
of processing data streams over different time spans to produce a sequence of clustering.
In each clustering, the sequence should be similar to the clustering at the previous time
span and should clearly represent the data generated during that time span [Chakrabarti,
Kumar and Tomkins (2006)]. In evolutionary clustering, the data stream at any given
time span should be integrated into the previous clustering at the previous time span, and
the clustering will be modified according to the current data stream.
In this research, we applied the evolutionary clustering by studying the evolution of
social media terms in clusters rather than studying each term separately. Therefore, each
cluster will represent a degree of importance that can be used to detect outliers (i.e., the
extreme values—highest or lowest frequencies). To address the issue of event detection,
we propose the following algorithm that deals with data streams of terms. In this
algorithm, events are modeled as a list of clusters of trending entities over time,
benefiting from the clustering methods abilities to learn the distribution of the data
objects and defining their interest centers. The best number of clusters is determined from
the beginning by the Elbow method. The method will be tried from two clusters and keep
increasing it in each step by one until reaching the maximum number of clusters. For
each given number of clusters, the sum of intra-cluster distances is computed. The
variance of the intra-cluster distances between two consecutive numbers of clusters is
computed. Then, the Elbow method looks at the percentage of variance explained as a
function of the number of clusters. One should choose a number of clusters so that adding
another cluster does not give much better modeling of the data.
Algorithm: Evolutionary K-means over time
Input: Data stream D={ |
is the data stream at time ti, i=1, …, n}, Times
T={t1, t2, …, tn}
Output: Set of clustering C = { |
is a clustering at time ti}
1 Apply K-means to
at t1 with an incremental number of clusters
2 Best number of clusters (K) is determined by Elbow algorithm
3
;
is the output cluster j at time t
4
5
6
7

foreach ti ∈ T \{t1}

Initialize K centroids
; j=1, …, K
Assign each object to the closest centroid
Recompute the new cluster centroids

1
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3 Research methodology
3.1 COVID-19 Twitter dataset characteristics
The COVID-19 Twitter dataset used in this research was launched in the early of 2020
and published by [Banda and Ramya (2020)]. The dataset consists of 43M+(43.845.712
tweets). Those tweets had no retweets were 7.479.940 unique tweets. It contains the top
1000 frequent terms, the top 1000 bigrams, and the top 1000 trigrams. The tweets have
identifiers with date and time added.
3.2 Procedure and technique
This study used MATLAB and employed clustering algorithms to analyze the most
frequent terms posted on Twitter for a period of nine days, from March 22nd to March
30th, 2020. The main concern is to focus on three types of terms, including unigram,
bigram, and trigram. The data were clustered using evolutionary clustering that relies on
k-means clustering [Chakrabarti, Kumar and Tomkins (2006)]. Initially, for the first day
of the data (i.e., March 22nd), the optimal number of clusters k was determined by
applying the Elbow method. Therefore, six clusters were generated for each type of term
on that day. Then, these formed clusters were used as initial centroids for clustering the
second-day data (i.e., March 23rd). The data is normalized using Min-Max normalization,
and the optimal number of clusters k was determined by applying the Elbow method. The
method has been tried from two clusters to a maximum number of clusters which is set to
100, and the fraction of variance explained should be greater than 98%. Therefore, six
clusters were generated for each type of term on that day. Then, these formed clusters
were used as initial centroids for clustering the second-day data (i.e., March 23rd). The kmeans method was applied for all remaining days. The generated clusters of the previous
day were used as initial centroids for clustering the data of the next day. Each cluster
represents the frequency level of terms. All clusters are arranged in a descending order
from clusters 1 to 6. For example, cluster 1 represents the highest level of the frequency,
while cluster 6 represents the lowest frequency level. The cluster centroid represents the
frequency average of terms assigned to that cluster.
4 Results
It is depicted from the results shown in Figs. 1 to 3 that unigram terms were trended more
frequently than bigram and trigram terms. For example, cluster 1 of unigram terms was
trending on Twitter up to 3 times and 70 times more than that of bigram and trigram
terms, respectively. For unigram terms shown in Fig. 1, clusters 1 and 2 have the highest
frequent terms, and they increase over time. On the other hand, clusters 3-5 are almost
trending equally over time. Figs. 1 to 3 show the averages of term frequencies in clusters,
which in turn represent the centroids of clusters.
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Figure 1: Evolution of clusters for unigram terms

Figure 2: Evolution of clusters for bigram terms

Figure 3: Evolution of clusters for trigram terms
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of clusters for bigram terms. It illustrates that cluster 1 has the
highest frequent terms, and it keeps increasing over time, followed by cluster 2, which is,
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however, 90% less. Other clusters (i.e., clusters 3-6) are approximately unchangeable
over time. For trigram terms illustrated in Fig. 3, clusters 1 and 2 are highly trended and
keep increasing over time. However, other clusters (i.e., clusters 3-6) are growing slowly
over time compared to that in clusters 1 and 2.
Fig. 4 illustrates the evolution of unigram terms in clusters. The “Coronavirus” term
remained in the first cluster throughout the whole period, which implies that it was the most
trended unigram term on Twitter during that period. The “COVID-19” unigram term was in
cluster 3 for the first two days and then jumped to cluster 2 on March 24th, which means it
got more importance in people’s tweets and became more trending. However, the “COVID19” term was trending less than “coronavirus” term. Other unigram terms like “virus”,
“cases”, “Pandemic”, “test”, “spread”, “deaths”, “crisis”, and “lockdown” have fewer
tweets from people, and they were fluctuating between clusters 3 and 5 over the time. It is
worth mentioning that “test”, “spread”, “deaths”, and “lockdown” unigram terms became
more important on March 26th and moved up one cluster.

Figure 4: Evolution of unigram terms in clusters
The evolution of bigram terms in clusters for the specified period is shown in Fig. 5. The
bigram term “COVID-19” remained in the first cluster throughout the whole period,
which implies that it was the most trended bigram term on Twitter for that period,
followed by “stay home” and “coronavirus pandemic” bigram terms. They had the same
importance throughout the whole period and remained in cluster 2. The “social
distancing” bigram term has had less importance than the previous bigram terms;
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however, it was tweeted more and jumped up one cluster on March 30th. The bigram term
“coronavirus cases” has had the same importance as of “stay home” and “coronavirus
pandemic” bigram terms for the first four days; however, it became more important and
got more tweets for the duration of the next three days (i.e., March 26-29).

Figure 5: Evolution of bigram terms in clusters
Fig. 6 depicts the evolution of trigram terms in clusters for the aforementioned period.
The “COVID-19 pandemic” trigram term was the most trended trigram term on Twitter
starting from March 24th. The “COVID-19 cases” trigram term was in cluster 2, which
means it got fewer tweets than “COVID-19 pandemic” during the first four days.
However, it received more tweets for three consecutive days (March 26-28) and jumped
up to cluster 1, so it has had the same importance as the “COVID-19 pandemic” term
within the same duration (March 26-28). The trigram term “COVID-19 outbreak” has
gained more importance in people’s tweets. The results showed that this term was in
cluster 2 for seven days during the whole period, which implies that it was one of the
most trended trigram terms on Twitter for that period. Other trigram terms like “positive
COVID-19” and “stay at home” were fluctuating between the different clusters over time.
However, it is worth mentioning that the former was fluctuating in the upper clusters (13), while the latter was fluctuating in the lower clusters (3-5). Fig. 7 shows the sum of
term frequencies in the clusters.
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Figure 6: Evolution of trigram terms in clusters

Figure 7: Sum of term frequencies in the clusters
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5 Discussion and conclusion
This study conducted an evolutionary clustering analysis on Twitter in a time window
during the COVID-19 outbreak. We have analyzed and identified the tweet patterns in
three-level n-grams (n=1, 2, and 3), frequent occurrences of single words (e.g., COVID),
bigrams (a combination of two words such as “COVID-19”, “social distancing”,
“coronavirus pandemic”) and trigram (a combination of three words such as “COVID-19
cases”). Also, we have observed in some experiments that the unigram was trending on
Twitter up to 3 times and 70 times more than that of bigram and trigram terms, and it has
the highest frequent terms and increases over time. On the other hand, clusters 3-5 are
almost trending equally over time. As for the bigram analysis, we observed that the
combination of the two words such “coronavirus cases” has had the same importance as
of “stay home” and “coronavirus pandemic” bigram terms for the first four days of the
study period; however, it became more important and got more tweets for the duration of
the next three days. As for the trigram analysis, the terms like “positive COVID-19” and
“stay at home” were fluctuating between the different clusters over time. However, it is
worth mentioning that the former was fluctuating in the upper clusters, while the latter
was fluctuating in the lower clusters.
The results showed that a large number of tweets about the COVID-19 were disseminated
and received widespread public attention during the epidemic. The high-frequency words
in Fig. 4 (i.e., death, test, spread, and lockdown) suggest that people fear of being
infected, and those who got infection are afraid of death. People have a fear of spread,
and consequently, they are afraid of a lockdown. The results shown in Fig. 5 revealed a
consistency between “Stay home” and “Corona pandemic”. The similar increasing level
of these terms shows that people agreed to stay at home due to the fear of the spread. The
“social distancing” term jumped on March 30th, which implied that people were calling
for social distancing since they become aware of the COVID-19.
The prior findings suggested that social media posts may affect human psychology and
behavior [Arpaci, Karataş and Baloğlu (2020)]. For example, social media had been used to
direct people by spreading liberal postings during the events of the Arab Spring [White and
Borgatti (1994)], the launch of WikiLeaks [Sifry (2011)], and the Gezi Park movement in
Turkey [Chrona and Bee (2017)]. In the context of this study, false information has also
been a genuine concern among social media platforms during the COVID-19 pandemic.
For example, people linked 5G to the spread of COVID-19 by using the “#5G
Coronavirus” hashtag as it was trending on Twitter, and that misinformation has led to the
burning of 5G towers in the UK [Ahmed, Vidal-Alaball, Downing et al. (2020)]. On the
other hand, the effective use of social media can shorten admission times by establishing
factual communication channels, and thereby, helping patients in getting early attention
during the lockdown [Huang, Xu, Cai et al. (2020)]. Therefore, we can conclude that the
understanding of the social dynamics behind social media may help to design a more
efficient communication strategy in the time of such a crisis. Further, this may help
governments and health organizations to better understand the psychology of the public,
and thereby, better communicate with them to prevent and manage the panic. Moreover, it
can be useful for practitioners and researchers in developing crisis management information
systems and social media-based emergency programs.
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As a limitation, the present study aimed to identify the social media posts during a specific
time frame in the pandemic. Therefore, a larger dataset with a longer time span could have
more impact on drawing further conclusions. Further, employing a sentiment analysis of
Twitter feeds could lead to more interesting results. Finally, it is imperative to mention that
Twitter users are not representative of the general population, and it is important to
emphasize that all conclusions about social behavior found in relevant studies may apply
primarily to Twitter users and not necessarily to the general population.
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